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On March 19, 1989, at 1430, while in Mode 5 (Cold Shutdown) at 130 F and 250 PSIA |
'

reactor coolant temperature and pressure, operators caused an inadvertent actuation of
Engineered Safety Features by not following a procedure step-by-step when reinstating a i

block signal. 1

1

Appropriate personnel actions were taken. The seriousness of this event was ;

reviewed with each Operations crew, crews were solicited for preventive action ideas, |

instructions were evaluated for potential improvements, and an INPO-assisted formal
human performance evaluation was performed.
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BACKGROUND

Calvert Cliffs has, as one of its Engineered Safety Features (ESP) (EIIS -J E) ,
a Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS) to inject borated' water into the Reactor
Coolant System (EIIS-AB) in the event of a Loss of Coolant Accident. A SIAS is
initiated by an increasing Containment (EIIS-NH) Pressure indication or a
decreasing Pressurizer Pressure indication. The Pressurizer (EIIS-AB-PZR) Pressure
setpoint is 1740 PSIA.

To allow for plant operation at pressurizer pressures below 1740 PSIA, the
SIAS signal can be blocked when pressurizer pressure is below 1785 PSIA. Blocking
is accomplished using keys in control room panels. Pressurizer pressure sensors
independent from the SIAS initiating sensors will cause automatic unblocking of
SIAS if pressurizer pressure increases to 1785 PSIA.

Surveillance Test Procedures (STP) 0-7, Engineered Safety Features Logic Test, !
performed monthly, ensures that the equipment that should react to'a SIAS does so i

properly. Test buttons are used to input the SIAS signals. If STP-0-7 is
performed when pressurizer pressure is below 1740 PSIA, the SIAS block feature must
be removed to allow system actuation. This is accomplished using Attachment 1 to
STP-0-7, which has a section for unblocking SIAS pressurizer pressure signals and a
section for reinstating SIAS pressurizer pressure block. ' Attachment 1 of STP-0-7-1 |
(STP-0-7 for Unit 1) is shown on pages 6 and 7 of this LER. The steps for

'

unblocking consist of recording potentiometer (pot) setpoints for SIAS Pressurizer

ensor Modules (EIIS-JE-IMOD) and SIAS Pressurizer PressurePressure Actuation e !

'

Block Sensor Modulas, then rotating first the actuation modules, and then the block
modules, to minimum. As the block pots pass through the setting representing
actual pressurizer pressure, SIAS automatically unblocks. To reinstate the block
the sequence is reversed, except that the key switches in the Control Room must be
used after returning the block pots to their original setting but before returning
the actuation pots to their original setting.

EVENT DESCRIPTION

On March 19, 1989, at 1430, while in Mode 5 (Cold Shutdown), with Reactor
Coolant System temperature at 130 degrees Fahrenheit and pressurizer pressure at
250 PSIA, operators performing STP-0-7-1 inadvertently caused a SIAS actuation. As
this was not part of the preplanned sequence during testing, it is a reportable
event per 10 CFR 50.73(2)(ii)(c)(iv).

The operators had unblocked SIAS pressurizer pressure signals using the steps
in Attachment 1, Part I of STP-0-7-1. They had performed the planned sections of
the STP, and were in the process of reinstating the SIAS pressurizer pressure
block. Although Part II of Attachment 1 gives the steps needed, the actual steps
are on page 2 of the attachment and the table where the original potentiometer
setpoints are recorded is on page 1 in Part I. The title for Part II and a CAUTION

' '
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statement concerning pot adjustment are also on page 1. The. operator knew the
steps. included returning the pots to the-values recorded in the table, and that the

.first pots to be returned should be the block pots. He proceeded to return the
pots, referring only to the table. Because the step to turn key switches in the
Control Room had not been used to block SIAS, as the second actuation pot passed
through the setting representing actual pressurizer pressure, a SIAS was initiated.

The operator returned the actuation pots.to minimum and reported to the
Control Room. Emergency Operating Procedure 8 (Functional Recovery Procedure) |

Attachment 2 (SIAS Verification Checklist) was used'to verify that.all systems had !
responded as expected. No discrepancies were noted. SIAS was then blocked and all
systems were returned to normal except for.the three running diesel generators,
(EIIS-EK-DG) which were required to be loaded for 1 hour. The SIAS actuation pots
were returned to their recorded setpoints. The actuation was in effect for-
approximately five minutes.

ROOT CAUSE

The root cause of this event was personnel error in that the operator
performing the procedure failed to exercise enough attention to detail and did not
follow the procedural steps for reinstating SIAS Pressurizer Pressure Block.

A contributing cause of the event was the procedure. Attachment 1 for :TP-0-7
only applies for Modes 4'and 5. STP-0-7 is performed monthly, so the vast. majority
of the time Attachment 1 is not used. Also, Attachment 1 has the operator go back
and forth between pages while referring to the table of pot settings.

'There were no unusual characteristics of the work location. The operator
involved was a licensed operator with a Reactor Operator license. He was being

, supervised by a senior licensed operator.

PREVENTIVE ACTION |

o Appropriate personnel actions were taken,

o The seriousness of this event was emphasized in the General
Supervisor-Nuclear Operations (GS-NO) Notes and Instructions. |

!
o The seriousness of this event was reviewed with each Operations crew.

Crews were asked for suggestions for preventive actions.

o A formal Human Performance Evaluation System evaluation of this, and two j

other recent events was performed, concentrating on appropriate I
preventive actions. INPO assisted in the evaluation. 1

|
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o GS-NO talks with all Operations personnel will be completed, emphasizing
strict procedural compliance,

o GS-NO Standing Instruction 89-2, " Supervision of Operations Activities"
will be re-evaluated and revised as necessary to ensure that Senior
Licensed Operators are fully knowledgeable of their responsibility when
supervising plant evolutions,

o An Operations Observation Program that formerly utilized a Senior Reactor
Operator licensed individual to monitor certain evolutions will be
resumed when an SRO becomes available, estiaated to be by June 1989,

Increased use of Quality Cont.rol in Operations will be evaluated.o

o STP-0-7 will be revised.

o Operators will be trained on the details of this event.

ASSESSMENT OF THE SAFETY CONSEOUFECES

The inadvertent SIAS caused injection from two charging pumps into the RCS.
Pressurizer level rose from 190 inches to 207 inches during the five minutes of ;

charging pump operation. RCS temperature decreased from 127 degrees Fahrenheit to !

118 degrees Fahrenheit and pressurizer pressure rose from 240. PSIA to 243 PSIA.
The-final temperature and pressure reached were well within the allowable operating
pressure / temperature curves. Calvert Cliffs administrative controls for disabling
automatic High Pressure Hfety Injection Pump injection at low temperatures
successfully mitigated the consequences of the inadvertent SIAS. The event did not i

challenge the integrity of the RCS, nor violate 10 CFR 50 Appendix G limits.

This event occurred with the RCS filled and a steam bubble in the pressurizer. |

Had the event occurred during a condition when the RCS was at atmospheric pressure,
reduced water inventory, and one Low Pressure Safety Injection (LPSI) (EIIS-BP-P)
pump providing shutdown cooling, the increased flow from the starting of a second .

LPSI pump in response to the SIAS could result in the following sequence. The !
additional flow cetid increase the possibility for vortexing in the vertical LPSI
suction piping, potentially leading to increased air entrainment, and possible air
binding and loss of both LPSI pumps and therefore a loss of shutdown cooling. This

,

)j-scenario would depend on many variables, such as LPSI flow control valve position,
initial reactor vessel water level, and so forth. The possibilities for this 1
occurrence'are believed to be remote, but Operations will review the shutdown ]
cooling procedure in light of this poteatL1 concern and modify the procedure as

'

. appropriate.

|
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Had the event occurred during solid-water plant operations, charging pump flow i

would have caused a rapid increase in RCS pressure until the Power Operated Relief (
Valves lif ted, rapidly low 0 ring pressure and preventing violation of 10 CFR 50

'

Appendix G limits. This wta verified using RETRAN, our thermal hydraulic code
developed for Low Temperature Over Pressurization protection analysis.

c

Based on the discussions above, the safety consequences of this event are not |
considered to be significant. !

i

REIATED EVENTS

Seven similar events have occurred.

o LER 317/84-007 reported an ESF actuation due to an operator pushing an 1

incorrect test button and mistakenly deenergizing a 4160 volt emergency
bus.

o LER 317/85-004 reported an inadvertent SIAS due to an inadequate
procedure that occurred during steps to remove the SIAS pressurizer
pressure block signal,

o LER 317/85-003 reported an inadvertent actuation of ESF due to not having
the handswitch keys in the handswitches for blocking an ESF signal prior
to reaching the setpoint during a plant cooldown,

o LER 318/85-005 reported an inadvertent ESF actuation due to violating a
procedural precaution.

o LER 318/85 013 reported ESF actuations due to a failure to use the
correct section of an Operating Instruction for energizing an ESF
cabinet.

o LER 317/88-002 reported SIAS actuations that occurred in the space of a
few hours due to modifications being performed and a failed ESF
connector.

o LER 317/89-004 will report a partial ESF actuation due to personnel
inadvertently skipping two steps in an Operating Instruction while
reenergizing an ESF cabinet.

CQNTACT

Calvert Cliffs contact for this report is Don Shaw, 301-260-4028.

1
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STP-0-7-1
Page1

ATTACHMENT (1)

.

L LINBLOCKING SIAS PRESSURIZER PRESSURE SIGNALS IP BLOCKED

A. Record setpoints from setpoint pots for SIAS Pressurizer Pressure Sensor

Modules and SIAS Pressurizer Pressure Block Sensor ModuleNon Table 1.

|
-

- CAUTION - '|
Do not adjust setpoint pots on any SIAS Pressurizer

Pressure Block Sensor Module until all SIAS Pressurizer - |
'

Pressure Ser.scr Modules have been reset.

B. Rotate the setpoint pots for SIAS Pressurizer Pressure Sensor Modules to

minimum and reset the SIAS Pressurizer Pres:;ure Sensor Modules ZD,

ZE,2F and ZG. /

C. Rotate the setpoint pots for S!AS Pressurizer Pressure Block Sensor

Modules to minimum and reset the SIAS Pressurizer Pressure Block

Sensor Modules ZD, ZE, ZF and ZG. / !

!

TABLE 1 - SETPOINT POT SETTINGS
,

ZD ZE ZP ZG
SIAS PP

SIAS PPB

*

E. REINSTATING SIAS PRESSURI2.ER PRESSURE BLOCK

- CAUrlON - |

Do not adjust the setpoint pots on the SIAS Pressurizer

Pressure Sersor Modules until SIAS Pressurizer Pressure is i

blocked.

i
Rev.38
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STP-0-7-1
Page 2

ATTACHMENT (1)

? A. Ad[ust the setpoint pots for SIAS Pressurizer Pressure Block Sensor

Modules to the valtis recorded in Table 1 and verify SIAS Pressurizer
i

Pressure Block Sersor Modules ZD, ZE, ZF and ZG are all tripped. /

B. Initiate SIAS Prnurizer Pressure Block for both channels A and B by use

of the SIAS Block Keyswitches at IC10. /

C.. Verify locally at the ESFAS cabinets that both SIAS channel A and B

Block Bistables are tripped. /
,

D. Adjust the setpoint pots for SIAS Pressurizer Pressure to the values

recorded in Table 1 and verify SIAS Pressurizer Pressure Sensor Modules
>

.

ZD, ZE, ZF and ZG are all tripped. /

. )

i

.

.

.

!

.
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.
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CHARLES CENTER . P.O. BOX 1475 BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21203.

.. CALVE!:7 CUFFS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT DEPARTMENT
CALVEM CUFFS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
LUSOY, MARYLAND 20067

-April 10, 1989
|
1

'U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Docket No. 50-317
Document Control Desk License No. DPR 53
fJashington, DC 20555"

Dear Sirs:

The attached LER'89-003 is being sent to you as required by 10 CFR.50.73.

Should you have any questions regarding this report, we would be . pleased to
discuss them with you.

Very'truly yours,

.L. B. Russe 11'
Manager-Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Department

Ot- .

LBR:DLS:tls
,

cc: William T. Russell
Director, Office of Management Information

and Program Control
Messrs: G. C. Creel

L. B. Russell
C. H. Cruse

N 'i
I |
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